Part 1

Air Rifle
Benchrest
Shooting in
South Africa
Gert van Wyk –

2013 Protea Air Bench Team Member

Diablo pellet

I

ntroduction to the sport
The term ‘benchrest’ in shooting refers to the
facet of the shooting in which very accurate rifles are
used to shoot at paper targets from some type of
deadrest(s) that are placed on a stable bench. Many
types of rifles are used in the different facets of the sport.
These rifles range from rail guns, which bear no resemblance to the traditional rifle as we know it, right down to
various types of air rifles like the typical spring-type rifles
and Pre-Charged Pneumatic (PCP) rifles. This makes the
sport very accessible and affordable for anyone who is
interested in participating in a precision sport like
benchrest shooting.

Assortment of wind flags
this type of shooting. Figure 1 depicts the actual
size of the scoring target
in millimetres.

Air rifle benchrest shooting
The sport is practised at outdoor ranges over a distance of
25 m (scoring) and 50 m (grouping). The World Rimfire and
Air Rifle Benchrest Federation (WRABF) target is used, and
a possible full score will be 250 points shot during a thirtyminute event. Even with a 100% accurate rifle it is rarely
possible to shoot a full score of 250. The biggest factor of
influence is the wind or lack thereof. In all facets of
benchrest shooting the shooter is probably more than 80%
reliant on being able to understand what effect the current
wind over the range is going to have on the flight of the
projectile. Air-rifle pellets weigh between 8 and 16 grains,
so a moderate crosswind will push it an easy 60 mm off
course at 25 m and even further over 50 m.
Air rifle benchrest shooting started in South Africa in
Welkom in the mid 1990s. At present, there are five
provincial clubs who practise this form of shooting. In
those early days, only springer air rifles were available. In
recent years, the development of PCP rifles pushed the air
rifle into the 21st century. For the first time it was possible
to reload the rifle without removing it from the rest.

Air rifle
The rifle should have the ability to release consistent
amounts of compressed air every time that the trigger is
pulled. WRABF rules allow 12 and 20 ft/lb energy rifles to
be used. So, typically the pellet will travel at close to 800
feet per second for 8,44-grain and 13,7-grain pellets.
Shooters strive to have a spread of less than 10 feet variance for a 10-shot string. In South Africa, the 4,5-mm calibre is used in the 12 ft/lb class and 5,0-mm calibre for the
20 ft/lb class.

Target
The 25-m target has 25 scoring targets. Each target can
only be shot once. On both ends of these scoring targets
are five sighting targets, which are used to try and determine how much to allow for the scoring target shot. Electronic scoring of the targets was recently introduced – a
world first for this type of target. Electronic scoring is very
consistent and eliminates the human error that plagues

Benchrest stock
It is of the utmost importance that the rifle’s stock is able
to ‘sit’ properly on the rest. The front of the stock can
have a flat area of up to 76,6 mm. This front portion of the
stock should be able to fit onto the front rest ensuring
that very little or no canting is possible. A purpose-built
benchrest stock can never be called a work of art, but
evolved to be a very functional utility.
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Telescopes
The preferred telescope needs to
have a magnification of x 36 or more.
The targets are very small at 25 and
50 m, and with a 10-ring, which is
only 2 mm in diameter, the crosshair
of the reticle needs to be very fine so
as not to obstruct the target.

Typical benchrest ˚
air rifle set-up
important to
make use of your
senses to determine any change
in the conditions
on the range.

Rests
Many types of front rests are available
on the market. The best-suited rests
will be those that can easily position
the rifle horizontally and vertically
across the target. The rule of thumb
is that the heavier the rests, the better. The rear rest is at best a glorified
sandbag and should be filled with
material that is not able to compress
much. The front and rear rests must
be separate from each other.

To whom does
benchrest shooting appeal?
Many shooters
buy a 12 ft/lb 4,5
mm air rifle and
other than adding
the telescope is
content with rising up through the
rankings and shooting consistent 240
out of 250 scores, and on the day
achieve even higher scores. The competitor will use the rifle and position
shot on the sighting target to learn
how to read the wind and hone his /
her skills. The younger competitors
have proven that they are in many
cases able to outperform even the
most experienced shooter with
his/her fancy rifle. The theory is that
they have the ability to compute the
conditions much better without making it over-complicated.
Then we find the shooter who takes
much enjoyment from continuously
fiddling with his rifles. They strive to
accurise / modify their rifles to the
point where a rifle becomes a onehole wonder. It can be seen as a type
of therapy and much enjoyment is
derived from these therapy sessions.
Introversion, Sensing, Thinking, Perception (ISTP) personality types come
to mind.
Over the next 12-part series we will
be looking at the following topics in
detail:
• Introduction to air-rifle benchrest
shooting
• So where do I start? Clubs, equipment and the selection process

Pellets
The shape of the pellet is diablo with
a round nose. No other shape will be
able to provide the accuracy required
for outdoor shooting. Any of the leading-brand pellets available today can
be used for benchrest shooting. The
top competitors carefully select the
brand best suited to their own rifles,
based on how accurate these pellets
are in various conditions. Variances in
the barrel diameter can also have an
influence on accuracy. Most of the
top-brand pellet manufacturers sell
the 4,5 mm pellet in 0.01 mm increments. They are not always easy to
find but once it’s been determined
what pellet works the best in a particular barrel a shooter will normally
stock up with these pellets.
Wind flags
Wind flags are allowed and are used
to indicate the direction and speed of
the wind. Not everybody uses them,
but normally there are more than
enough shooters with flags at the
range at any given time. It is also

• Getting the most out of your equipment – basic set-up, tips and tricks
• Understanding targets and reading
scores
• The shooting environment – understanding wind and mirage
• Trigger control and breathing techniques
• Getting the most out of your equipment – regulators, barrels and air
strippers
• Selecting the best pellets – ‘how to’,
tips and tricks
• Psychology in shooting – mind over
matter vs strategy and control
• Selecting rests and benchrest stocks
• Getting the most out of your equipment – specialist aftermarket tuning
• The ultimate goal – representing
your country as Team South Africa.
The complete series will be written
by subject matter specialists and
national Protea team members, giving
you the best possible advice and
insight to not only to understand air
rifle benchrest shooting, but also to
enable you to enjoy this sport competitively.
Series compiled by Johan van der
Linde (2013 Air Bench Team Member
& Owner of Airgun Warehouse).
Tel: 011 900 4477, cell: 082 745 9241,
e-mail johan@airgunwarehouse.co.za
www.airgunwarehouse.co.za
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Suid-Afrika se veldteikenskiet-luggeweerspan, wat later vanjaar
in Duitsland internasionaal gaan kompeteer. Voor van links is
Joshua Forssman (U17), Piet Breedt (Wenner 2013) en JP de
Jager (U17), en agter is Sam Kelbrick (hoofborg Safari & Outdoor), Lukas Richter, Gerhard Genade, Hennie Breytenbach,
Francois du Toit en Marius van Schalkwyk. Die span is
aangewys ná die nasionale kompetisie wat op 24 Maart in die
Kaap plaasgevind het.

WILD & JAG Junie 2013
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Part 2

Air Rifle Benchrest Shooting
in South Africa
Billy Chamberlain & Eugene du Plessis –
2013 Protea Air Bench Team Members

Air Arms S400

So where do I start?
Clubs, equipment and the selection process.
The most frequently asked questions that potential shooters ask when they start off are: Where do I begin? Who do
I speak to? Are there any clubs? What about competitions?
I’m not that good and the guys will laugh at me.
In this article we will address all these questions and
give advice on how and where to start. Let us begin by
saying that the air rifle guys are most probably the most
helpful bunch in all of the various shooting disciplines
because the more we share the more the sport and the
memberships grow.
If you are reading this article it is already an indication
that you are interested in air rifles. Shooting with an air
rifle is fun and enjoyable but can also be extremely competitive. Air rifle shooting has a variety of disciplines and
each requires its own skill and equipment.
The focus will be on benchrest air rifle shooting and how
to get going. As explained in Part 1 (see G&H, June 2013),
“the term ‘benchrest’ in shooting refers to the facet of the
shooting in which very accurate rifles are used to shoot at
paper targets from some type of dead rest(s) that are
placed on a stable bench”.
Benchrest shooting is a sport that the whole family can
enjoy. There are no age restrictions and children are
encouraged to participate.
To start, the best would be to join a club that participates in benchrest shooting. By joining a club you will be
exposed to people with a wealth of knowledge that will
help you at no cost. Many of the members from the various clubs hold National Colours in benchrest shooting;
they have represented South Africa at international competitions and are more than willing to assist.
Clubs also offer various competitions throughout the
year, ranging from a league competition to provincial competitions. National competitions are also held annually
where members from all over the country get together to
compete against one another and also as provincial teams.
The majority of benchrest clubs in South Africa have club
rifles which they make available if you want to try it out.
Be warned, it is addictive and once you shoot your first
target you will return to try and improve your score!
Shooting does not have to be competitive; the objective in
the beginning is to keep on ‘shooting against yourself’, trying to improve your previous score. With some practice
and dedication you will in time realise that you are up
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there with the top-ranked
guys and that is where the
fun and real competition
starts.
Benchrest shooting has a
national ranking system –
after each competition that
you participated in, your
score is taken and added
to a national ranking system. Through this ranking system
you can see and monitor your progress. Having said this,
members can earn their provincial, federation or national
colours.
The Equipment
The equipment needed for a beginner in air gun benchrest
shooting may seem daunting at first, but all the items can
be obtained locally and at competitive prices. Let’s have a
look at the list:
• air gun
• telescope and mounts
• rests (front and rear)
• scuba tank
• filling station (to charge the rifle with air).
These are the basic items needed for shooting. After
shooting for some time, you may want to get some of the
things that are nice to have but not absolutely necessary
when starting out, like wind flags, a pellet scale and a bubble level (to ensure that your rifle is level in the rest).
The basic equipment does not look like a lot, but it can
become a very costly exercise if not done through reputable and knowledgeable dealers. These dealers can offer
full service and support on their products. Ask around at
the clubs for recommendations on where to buy.
We will inform you about each item individually.
The airgun
This is the first and most important item anyone will look
at. The options are endless, but ask anyone who knows
anything about air guns and you will always get the same
answer. The S400 in 4.5 mm from the Air Arms range will
probably be your best option at this stage. As you
progress, you can spend as much or as little money as you
like to upgrade your rifle, and as skill levels increase you
can move up to the AA S400 MPR FT.
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The Air Arms single-shot
precharged rifles have proven themselves amazingly accurate straight
from the box and are the perfect
starting point for the sport. But do
not think that just because you have
spent a lot of money on your rifle it
will make you the best shot. Good
shooters can achieve great results
with any rifle that shoots straight. You
must learn to use and trust your rifle
and once you have mastered this you
can move forward.
Telescope
Unsurprisingly, fixed power scopes
are the top choice here. The chance
of inaccuracy is reduced tremendously
by eliminating the moving parts that a
variable power scope has. The ideal
target scope will have very fine
crosshairs, with or without a target
dot in the centre, and a relatively
large (at least 32x) fixed magnification.

Mounts
These should be very sturdy, two or
four bolt mounts are used to allow
total secure fitting of the large target
scopes and are torqued down precisely for accurate alignment and security.
Scope mounts are available in low,
medium and high, as well as in 25,4
mm and 30 mm sizes to accommodate most shooters’ requirements.
Rests
When considering which rest you will
need to start off with, for only a small
expense you could initially try a very
basic model. When you are comfortable with your initial set-up and want
to upgrade you can look at a
benchrest front rest. Most benchresttype front rests come with a bag that
fits on top and it is worth noting that
it needs to be a snug fit in the rest.
The bag cushions the rifle’s fore-end
and adds stability to the set-up.
As you start out and progress you
could do very well to look around for

second-hand rests as they do not really wear out and their heavy metal
construction makes them very strong
and stable. Our advice is to ask
around at one of the clubs for advice
before you buy. Buying an unsuitable
front rest is usually a very expensive
mistake.
The rear rest is used to rest the toe
of the stock. They vary in size and
style and are usually made of Cordura,
leather or a combination of both
materials. It has two humps on top
called bunny ears that help support
the rifle stock and keep it centred.
The rear bag is filled with sand to add
weight and to stabilise them.
Scuba tank
A scuba or diving tank is used to
charge PCP rifles to operating pressure. This is one item that I advise
you buy new. The tank will be
inspected and tested periodically by
the scuba shop where you have it
filled. If you do buy a used scuba tank

make sure that the tank inspection has been done and has
not expired. If the inspection has expired, the scuba shop
will decline to fill it again until the inspection has been
done by an accredited authority. If the tank fails its inspection or test, it will need to be scrapped, as no shop will fill
it ever again. The pressure in a full scuba tank is either 200
or 300 bar depending on the type. Think about it, a car tire
is usually inflated to around 2 to 3 bar, so the pressure in a
scuba tank is enormous – not something to take lightly!
Front rest
List of clubs and contact details

Rear rest

Filling station
The filling station is used to decant air from your scuba tank
into your rifle’s air cylinder. It screws into your scuba tank
and has a bleed screw and a piece of high-pressure tubing
that has your rifle’s filling adapter at the end. Usually it has a
pressure gauge so that you can monitor the pressure going
into your rifle. We strongly recommend that you invest in a
good-quality filling adaptor as it is a critical safety part.
There you have the basics. They will be looked at in technical detail in future issues.
Please remember to speak to someone who is involved in
the sport before you purchase anything. The air gun
benchresters in South Africa are a close-knit family, and if
someone has a used item for sale, everybody usually knows
about it and knows its history.
For more information you
can also visit the following
webpages:
www.sapssf.com
www.airrifle.co.za

North Gauteng
Krokodilspruit Benchrest Club (Pretoria)
NGPSSA (Noord Gauteng Precision Sport Shooting Association)
Contact person: Billy Chamberlain - 082 336 9276
South Gauteng
Surefocus Benchrest Club (Meyerton) SFBSC
SGBSA (South Gauteng Benchrest Shooting Association)
Contact person: Tiaan Broodryk – 083 293 6535
Free State
Elandsrand Shooting Club (Kroonstad)
Contact person: Neil Terblanche – 082 559 8909
Ferreiras Air Rifle Club (Bloemfontein)
Contact person: Nico Schoonwinkel – 072 110 1565
Excalibur Shooting Club (Welkom)
Contact person: Nick Schoonwinkel – 083 962 4235
FSBSA (Free State Benchrest Shooting Association)
Contact person: Nick Schoonwinkel – 083 962 4235
Western Province
Tygerberg Air Rifle Club (Cape Town)
Contact person: Cobus Viljoen – 084 268 4737
Nort West Province
Klerksdorp
NWBSA (North West Benchrest Shooting Association)
Fine crosshair
Contact person: Freddie Botha – 084 684 9231
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Target dot

Series compiled by Johan van der
Linde (2013 Air Bench Team Member
and owner of Airgun Warehouse).
Tel: 011 900 4477 / Cell: 082 745 9241
e-mail: johan@airgunwarehouse.co.za
Web: www.airgunwarehouse.co.za
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Part 3

Air Rifle Benchrest Shooting
Johan van der Linde – 2013 Air Bench Team Member

Getting the most out of your equipment

Basic set-up tip & tricks

N

ow that you have acquired most of your equipment (as
discussed in parts 1&2) we can take a look at the basic
set-up. Two valuable lessons that I have learnt in
benchrest shooting are that consistency plays an important
role, and that ignoring the basics will surely lead to disaster.
First and foremost, it is important to ensure that you have
everything you need. Take time to inspect it and make sure
that all the necessary equipment has been packed before you
leave for the shooting range. On a few occasions I have forgotten to pack something that I needed at the shooting
range. This will distract your attention and have a negative
effect on your mental state of mind. I have therefore drawn
up a very basic checklist to ensure that this does not happen
to me again.
Checklist
Location – Do I know where the range is located and what
the estimated time of travel will be? Not knowing exactly
where the shooting range is, may potentially lead to problems. Being late for an event puts a lot of strain on the
shooter. Rushing to get there, setting up your equipment and
familiarising yourself with the range, officials and competitors will raise your blood pressure. This is definitely not an
ideal situation to remain relaxed and keep the concentration
levels high.
Packing your rifle. The importance of proper packing for
transport purposes cannot be stressed enough. A slight
bump to the rifle or the scope could have severe consequences when shooting at the shooting range. The barrel
could be out of alignment or the scope could be off-target.
As a rule, I pack my rifles in hard-cover cases with high-density foam. The scope should always face up towards the carry
handle when the case is placed on the floor so that the
weight of the rifle does not rest on the scope. Always place
the case flat on the floor and out of harm’s way as soon as
possible.
Pellets and targets. I recommend that you always use a
good-quality, high-grade pellet. Individual tests have proven
that high-grade pellets give you superior accuracy as well as
consistency over normal pellets. Your air-rifle dealer will be
able to advise you on what pellet works best with your air
rifle, and asking advice at the shooting range will also
answer some of your questions. Most high-grade pellets are
prepacked in tins that have a single layer of foam at the bottom. This is done to protect the pellets from damage during
transport and handling. I have, on numerous occasions, seen
pellets ending up on the floor and then being put back into
the tin again. To prevent this from happening you can use a
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Hard case
Targets

Pellet holder

tin clip or pellet case. Pellets stored in a case are fully protected and each pellet can be easily inspected for skirt damage before it is loaded into the rifle. Most of the shooting
ranges will have official benchrest targets available for practice or competition purposes. I always advise shooters to
take along some extra targets when they go to the range to
practise. Official benchrest targets can be downloaded from
http://www.wrabf.com/WRABF%20Targets.htm and printed for
personal use.
Scuba tank and filling adaptors. Always ensure that your
scuba tank has been inspected and certified by an accredited
facility and that it has sufficient air to fill your rifle as
required. Transporting of a scuba tank ‘pressure vessel’ is
inherently dangerous and should be done with care. It is
highly advisable to pack the scuba tank away from any
potential heat sources when travelling and in a way so that it
is secured from rolling around and potentially causing damage. Most diving shops sell purpose-made cradles with handles that makes transporting and handling very easy. Remember to pack your rifle’s filling adaptor. Not all air rifles’ filling
adaptors are the same and leaving yours at home could
mean a day without air and in turn a day without shooting.
Rests, spacers and bags. Remember to pack your front rest,
rear bag and any other spacers or pads that could possibly
assist you to be comfortable in your shooting position. It is
very important to align your target, front rest and rear bag in
a straight line. When the rifle is placed in position on the
rest and bag it must be in a straight line with the target. The
correct set-up will ensure free and unobstructed recoil from
the air rifle that will ultimately ensure greater accuracy.
Electronic clock – Count up or down. All the different classes are shot in 30-minute relays. When I started shooting
benchrest I thought that the faster you shoot the better it
will be. Oh boy, was I wrong! I now make use of every single
minute during an event. The first 3–5 minutes I observe the
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Bottle and filling adaptor

Rear rest

Front rest

prevailing wind conditions and shoot my sighting shots to
evaluate the point of impact on the target. Once I have
selected the prevailing condition or conditions, I then start.
Every shot set-up goes through a procedure of condition-timing, breathing control, trigger control and execution. This
takes time and when you have ever-changing conditions you
need every minute you have to complete your target. Once
your target is completed you need to ensure that you have
shot all 25 targets. I so often see some of the top shots not
shooting all 25 targets and then forfeiting the points.
Wind indicators. Wind indicators are highly recommended
to assist in the reading of wind directions, the speed,
strength and change of direction. There are normally 3–4
wind indicators placed at equal distances between the bench
and the target over a 25 m range. They are positioned so
that they can be watched with the non-shooting eye while
looking through your scope at the target. This allows you to
take the shot when the conditions are optimised as practised
on your sighting shots when you started shooting. You will
find that there are many of these wind indicators at the
shooting events and that you could easily watch someone
else’s wind indicators next to you until you get your own.
The most important is to learn how to read these wind indicators and what effect it will have on your shot. Reading

Wind flag

wind conditions takes time to understand, but once understood it can change an average competitor into a top-ranked
shooter. Reading and understanding wind will be covered in
detail later in the series.
Chair. All of the shooting ranges have chairs at the benches.
Some of them are even height adjustable but are still very
basic. Club chairs are usually shared by competitors and they
get set to each individual’s requirements. Setting your chair
every time you start your relay takes time and diverts your
attention from setting yourself up for the shoot. As you
progress you might consider getting your own chair that is
padded and height adjustable to allow for optimal positioning and comfort at your bench.
So, there you have your basic checklist. I hope it will assist
you on this very exciting journey towards success.
Next month we will discuss the various targets in each discipline and how to read a score.
Series compiled by Johan van der Linde (2013 Air Bench
Team Member & Owner of Airgun Warehouse).
Tel: 011 900 4477, Cell: 082 745 9241
E-mail: johan@airgunwarehouse.co.za
Web: www.airgunwarehouse.co.za
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Zondagskuil Safaries is situated on Centrum road 22km outside
Thabazimbi, where we operate on 2000 ha. It sleeps 16 people in
4 cosy self-catering rooms, with communal kitchen, porch
and boma. A cleaning lady is available on the premises.
The fees are R350p/d per hunter and R200p/d per day
non hunting visitors.
Game available for hunting
Wildebeest R2 800, Impala ram R 900, Impala ewe R 800, Kudu
bull R4 500, Kudu cow R3 000, Gemsbok bull R3 800, Gemsbok
cow R3 200, Hartebeest bull R4 000, Hartebeest cow R3 800, Eland
bull R9 500, Eland cow R7 000, Warthog R800, Zebra R5 500
All necessary pharmacies, shopping malls or restaurants are situated in
Thabazimbi only 20km from Zondagskuil Safaries.
Accommodation
There are 4 rooms with en-suite bathrooms and 4 single beds each so that the facility
sleeps 16 people in total comfort. Zondagskuil Safaries are fully equipped as self-catering units including bedding. Please note that you must bring your own towels and there
is only a communal kitchen.

WILD & JAG Augustus 2013
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Part 4

Air Rifle Benchrest Shooting
Understanding targets and
reading scores
Eugene du Plessis – 2013 Protea Air Bench Team Member

In Part 4 of the series we look at the scoring
aspect of the sport. We also discuss the
targets and the different classes one can
compete in.
Scoring
Air-gun benchrest is shot at 25 m for international scoring
Classes and related targets
purposes, and a 50-m grouping class was added locally. But
Local air-gun benchrest shooting consists of four separate
more about the grouping class later. We will concentrate on
classes. Two of these are internationally recognised classes
the 25-classes first.
and two are fun classes. The two international classes are
The target consists of 25 diagrams, each with five concenstandardised internationally, and international matches will
tric circles from the bull outwards. The bull counts 10 points
always contain these two classes.
and each ring outwards from there counts 1 point less. The
The fun classes are designed mainly to make air-gun
target in Image 1 is for the locally developed True Score Probenchrest more accessible and to enable newcomers to the
gramme, an electronic scoring system. Other than the blue
sport to compete, even if their rifles do not comply with the
and red colours it conforms exactly in size to the internationstrict limitations of the international classes. Before we look
al one. On this target you will see a row of red diagrams on
at the classes in more detail, I will show you how the power
each end of the target. The red diagrams are for sighters and
of the air rifle is calculated. The rifle’s power is one of the
can be used as many times as the shooter likes.
main criteria that assign a rifle to a specific class.
Inward of the sighters are the actual scoring diagrams,
numbered from 1 to 25. These can be shot in any sequence,
Power
one shot per diagram. When the scores are counted, you will
One always tends to assume that more is better – right? Not
have a final score out of a possible 250.
always, not in air-gun benchrest anyway.
The maximum score per diagram is a 10 X. The score of 10
Power or energy output is calculated in a mathematical
is obtained when the plugged hole touches the bull ring. The
formula. I will not discuss the complete formula here, but
plug is a standard .22 or 5,5 mm item. The calibres we northe two variables that you need are the weight of the projecmally use are smaller than that, so it gives you a little leeway
tile and the speed at which it leaves the muzzle of the rifle,
in that a shot does not actually have to touch the bull for you
called muzzle velocity (MV). The weight in grains (gr) is usuto score a 10 (see Image 2). In the main picture you will see
ally printed on the tin or can be measured with a suitable
what looks to be a solid 9, but in the inlay you will notice
scale. To measure the muzzle velocity of the air rifle, you
that when it is plugged it is in fact a 10. Please note that
need access to an instrument called a chronograph. Basicalthese pictures are extreme close-ups; in reality the leeway you
ly, you shoot the projectile over two sensors a set distance
have is very small.
apart and the speed is calculated and displayed on a digital
The 10 will be assigned an X when the plugged hole totally
read-out in metres (m) or feet per second (fps).
obliterates or covers the bull ring. If nothing of the bull ring
The formula for calculating energy output at the muzzle is:
shows under the plug’s little magnifying glass you have shot
MV x MV x Projectile Weight (gr)
an X. Xs are used to differentiate between equal scores, so if
divided by a constant of 450240
two or more persons end up with the same score, the person
with the higher number of Xs will win.
For the formula you need the speed in feet per second (fps)
As can be seen from the above, scoring these targets is a
and the weight in grains (gr). Now that we can calculate the
time-consuming exercise, to say the least. To ease the process
energy output we can have a look at the different classes.
we make use of True Score, a programme
Example:
developed locally by James Mitchell. The tar=
5 443 410
= 12.09 ft-lb
805 (fps) x 805 (fps) x 8.4 (gr)
gets are scanned on an A3 scanner and fed
450240
450240
into a computer programme. Each target gets
a barcode and the programme does the marking, assigning the scores to the correct perLV class
son.
This is an international scoring class and the more restric-
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Image 1: (p 36) The target for the locally developed True Score Programme, an electronic scoring system

Image 2
Image 3

tive of the two classes. To qualify for this class, the air rifle
is limited in two ways:
1.The total weight of the air rifle is limited to 10.5 lbs or
4,762 kg. This includes the scope and all attachments, in
other words the complete rifle ready to compete.
2.The power of the rifle is limited to 12 foot-pound (ft-lb) of
energy or 16,27 joules.
HV class
This is also an international scoring class and relaxes both
the weight and energy restrictions to some extent.
1.Weight restriction for this class is 15 lbs or 6,8 kg.
2.Energy output is limited to 20 ft-lb of energy or 27,12
joules.
Unlimited scoring class
This class is the first of the locally developed fun classes. The
weight limit is the same as for the international HV class but
the energy limit of the rifle is increased to 30 ft-lb. This class
is mainly intended for most off-the-rack air rifles without any
modification. An interesting fact is that even though this
class is 10 ft-lb higher in energy than the other classes, the
scores obtained in this class rarely are better than the 20 ftlb class over the same distance. This shows that more power
does not necessarily increase accuracy.
Grouping class
This class was also locally developed and is the only class

shot at 50 m outdoors. The restrictions with regard to weight and energy are the same as for the unlimited
scoring class. The target we use is
adopted from big-calibre, centre-fire
rifles (see Image 3).
The target consists of six diagrams
of which one is a sighter. The sighter
is used to find your range and for
practice shots, and you can use it for
as many shots as you like.
You need five shot groups on each of the other diagrams,
anywhere within the square frame of the diagram. The target is marked by measuring each diagram’s group size –
centre to centre of the two shots furthest apart. The five
group sizes are then averaged to give you a final aggregate
group size, and the smallest aggregate group size on the
day wins.
It sounds easy enough, but I can promise you it’s not!
Because it is shot outdoors, the weather conditions play
havoc with your planned groups. One errant shot can, and
usually does, ruin an otherwise tight group.
Next month we will discuss the shooting environment –
understanding the effects of wind and mirage.
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Air Rifle Benchrest Shooting
THE SHOOTING ENVIRONMENT – Understanding wind
Billy Chamberlain, 2013 Protea Air Bench Team Member &
Johan van der Linde

This is the first of two articles on the environment
in air rifle benchrest shooting in which we discuss
the effect of wind, to be followed up in the next
issue with more information on mirage and
understanding the effects thereof.

F

irst of all, what is wind reading?
Fundamentally, wind reading is the ability to determine
that the wind is blowing from a particular direction at a certain speed. It is important to know the direction or angle
with some degree of accuracy.
So how do you go about reading the wind? Use everything
you can see, feel, hear, or smell. While your shooting can be
somewhat mechanical and automatic, all your senses should
be in tune with the wind. Furthermore, we also use dedicated
wind-reading equipment to assist us with reading the wind.
Precision shooters from all across the world use wind indicators to assist them in reading the wind during practice and
competitions. Let’s have a look at and try and understand
how they work and how they can assist you.
The operating principle relies on a balanced propeller
mounted on two ball bearings and a Correx vane that has
been shaped to track the wind direction. A central axle
assembly contains a pivot, which houses two bearings. The
propeller assembly also houses two bearings and tubing at
the rear to support the vane. The polypropylene propeller is
assembled around a central rotor, which is connected to the
bearing assembly. A brightly coloured sailcloth tail (or surveyor’s tape) is attached to the rear of the vane. The complete
assembly sits on an adjustable pole, which fits onto a spike
that is driven into the ground.
The Correx flute vanes are green on the one side and red
on the other. On the shooting range a left-to-right wind will
show red and a right-to-left wind green. This is the locally
accepted standard. The key to reading these wind indicators
lies within the propeller movement because they are
extremely wind sensitive to any air movement.
Having good quality wind indicators and being able to read
them is a huge advantage on any shooting range. Equally
important is how these wind indicators are placed. The indicators must be as near to the pellet’s flight path as possible.
The only way to achieve this is to place them out in a line
equally spaced from the muzzle to the target.
Figure 1. Shows the wind indicator set-up line to target
stand number 6. The wind is blowing from right to left,
showing the green side of the vane. The tail is slightly elevated and indicates a light breeze blowing. The wind probe
seen in Figure 1 also indicates the wind strength.
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1
Figure 2. The wind direction is the same as in Figure 1, blowing from righ to left. The tail is nearly completely elevated,
indicating a very high wind speed. The wind probe confirms
the high wind speed.
The wind effect on the pellet from Figure 1 & 2 will push it
to the left and upward from the center point. The right-hand
twist of the barrel also plays an important role in wind effect.

2
Figure 3. Indicates wind effect
and point-of-impact shift on a
“right-hand twist barrel’’.
So now we have all this
information from the wind
indicators but what do we do
with it and how do we use it
to our advantage?
The following tips are
based on my own personal
experience and are only a
guideline:
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Tip 1
Before you start shooting take some time and observe the
prevailing wind condition or multiple conditions.
Start by selecting a wind condition that is easy to identify
with your wind indicators or any other means to your disposal and shoot as many shots as possible in this condition. Your
ability to shoot quickly will make maximum use of this condition. Be careful not to sacrifice speed for control and routine,
thus meaning not forgetting your posture, breathing control,
trigger control and follow through as an example. The most
important thing to emphasise at this point, however, is not
the rate of fire, but watching for a change in wind condition.
Tip 2
Stop immediately when a change in the wind condition is
detected. Wait for the condition to change back to where it
was previously or go back to the sighter. Sometimes the prevailing wind condition changes and never returns within the
time limit. Don’t wait too long, rather pick a new condition.
Remember that you can shoot as many sighters as you want
to, so make use of it before you continue shooting in the
new condition.
Tip 3
When the point of impact changes, the conditions have
changed. This means you failed to identify the change when
it happened. If the shot is off-target, learn from your mistake
immediately. Don’t let it happen to you two or three times in

a row before making a correction.
Tip 4
Listen to the field. If the other shooters stop shooting there
is a reason for it and most likely it will be a change in conditions. This is a good time to observe the whole range and
the effect of the new conditions on the wind indicators.
Remember that your placement can also play a very important role in relation to conditions. For example, sitting close
to a wall or berm may cause turbulence and will have a completely different effect on your wind-reading equipment or,
alternatively, show no movement when in fact there’s a lot of
wind or up / down draft movement.
Tip 5
Use all your dedicated time during the relay to read conditions and pick the best condition or conditions that you are
comfortable with; conditions that will ensure an X or a 10. To
do this you must have your own countdown timer on your
table so that you can pace yourself and do not have to wait
for an official to announce the time remaining in the relay.
Tip 6
Practise, practise and then practise some more. Reading
wind and understanding the impact thereof only comes with
experience. Also try and practise at different shooting ranges
where conditions are different from your home range so that
you are exposed to a wide variety of conditions.
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Air Rifle Benchrest Shooting
THE SHOOTING ENVIRONMENT (2) – Understanding a mirage
Billy Chamberlain, 2013 Protea Air Bench Team Member & Johan van der Linde

In the previous article, the first of two on the environment in air rifle benchrest shooting,
we discussed how understanding wind would influence the shooting environment. In this
second article we explain the mirage, how to read it and understanding the effects thereof.

T

he mirage that we shooters refer to is the same kind
of mirage that produces images of distant ships floating over the water. It is created by the same type of
light refraction, caused by light traveling through layers of air that are at different temperatures. The interesting thing is that the mirage we watch is a mirage of the air
itself. And because wind is air in motion, we ‘see’ the wind
in mirage.
The larger the magnification of your rifle scope the bigger and clearer you can see mirage and the bigger impact
mirage has on you. The smaller the magnification the lesser impact it has on you.
Although mirage is much less common at short distance,
such as 25 m, it can occur. The effect that mirage has on a
shooter is that you cannot pin-point a fixed point on your
target. It seems as if the target is constantly moving. This
makes it extremely difficult to shoot and in many cases it
becomes a guessing game.
There are different types of mirages, or to put it simply
mirage can appear to be ‘boiling’, meaning it moves vertically. Mirage can also move horizontally, in fact it can move
in almost any wind direction.
Mirage is easily observed during the hottest part of a
day, in summer anytime from 11:00 until 16:00.
There are different ways in dealing with mirage. One of
the simplest ways to reduce mirage is to turn down the
magnification of your scope until the mirage has ‘disap-

Next month we will discuss trigger control
and breathing techniques.

peared’. Of course, this has its down side in that you are
zooming out of your target, making your target less visible. If you have a 24 x or a 36 x magnification scope, you
are unlikely to encounter serious mirage at 25 m.
Figure 1 shows an illustration of variances in mirage
and the related wind effect.

Understanding wind (dealt with in the previous article)
and mirage is surely not one of the easiest subjects in
benchrest shooting.
I hope and trust that these two articles have shed some
light on the subject and that it will assist you on this very
exciting journey towards success.
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SA Precision Shooters do well at
World Rimfire and Air Rifle Benchrest Federation Championships
The 2013 World
Rimfire and Air Rifle
Benchrest Federation
(WRABF) European and World Cup
Championships took place August 3–
16 at the Plzen International Shooting Range in the Czech Republic. Top
smallbore and air rifle benchresters
from 19 countries competed, along
with junior squads from six nations.
With over 130 registered competi-
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tors, this was the biggest WRABF
Championship event ever held.
The championships ran for 13 days
in August, starting with two official
practice days on August 3–4. The air
rifle benchrest matches were held
August 5–7. Rimfire 25-m matches
were slated for August 8–11, followed
by 50-m matches on August 12–15.
The South African Precision Shooters Association (SAPSSF) entered a
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mixed team of junior and senior
shooter. For final championship
results see www.sapssf.com/results.
The next world championships will
be held in Brisbane in 2015 and
should you be intrigued by this highly competitive sport, eager to be the
next world champion, please refer to
the SAPSSF website www.sapssf.com
to join a club near you.
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